Free energy of metal-organic framework self-assembly.
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) represent an important class of materials. Careful selection of building blocks allows for tailoring of the properties of the resulting framework. The self-assembly process, however, is not understood, and without detailed knowledge of the underlying molecular mechanism, it is difficult to anticipate whether a particular design can be realized, or whether the material adopts a metastable, kinetically arrested state. We present a detailed examination of early-stage self-assembly pathways of the MOF-5. Enhanced sampling techniques are used to model a self-assembly in an explicit solvent (dimethylformamide, DMF). We identify several free energy barriers encountered during the assembly of the final MOF, which arise from structural rearrangements preceding MOF formation and from disrupted MOF-solvent interactions as formation proceeds. In all cases considered here, MOFs exhibit favorable entropic gains during the assembly. More generally, the strategy presented provides a step toward the experimental design characterizing the formation of ordered frameworks and possible sources of polymorphism.